
 24/09/2019 

To Whom it may Concern, 

 

I am very concerned that the Government is looking at taking away out tax breaks for living Above 
the 26 parallel. As stated in my first submission living in the country cost so much more. 

We do not have a choice in electricity companies – Horizon power is the only one so cannot shop 
around. 

We do not have gas even though the gas pipe line goes past us to supply Perth and Bunbury. 

Everything cost so much to get up here due to freight costs. 

Building and construction cost more due to cyclone rating. 

One air line with vey high fares- you are lucky to get change out of a $1000.00 return flight. We have 
no public transport. 

I see you want to take the fringe benefits away and tax the House supplied i.e. for Doctors Teachers 
police. Well I can tell you we won’t have doctors, Teachers etc. coming to remote towns if that’s the 
case.  

Maybe that is what you want so you don’t have to have schools and hospitals in remote towns. 

I was told that the professional people get a higher rate of pay working in remote and that 
compensates the hire cost of living but small business cannot afford to pay higher rate of pay to 
employees.  

 

You keep saying that Migrants need to go out to the regional areas but I think you actually want 
people to leave the country towns. 

The towns that have mining should have the best schools, the best hospitals and the best age care 
but we have the worst yet all the royalties that come out of the remote areas go to the cities. 

If you need to have an operation the nearest hospital that will perform the op is 500 KM (1000km 
round trip) away, which means three trips and a minimum of two nights’ accommodation and fuel. 
Yes we get a small amount back from P.A.T’s  but does not cover all the costs. 

In the draft report is says people live in the country for peace and tranquillity. What a joke the 
suicide rate is far worst in the county and believe it will go up if this is passed. 

What infuriates me even more is these sorts of decisions are made in a air-condition office in the 
city. Why not live in a remote town for a year and I believe you would not be considering to remove 
this tax break. 

 

Regards  

Janice Baird 


